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give rise, - as when repeated earthquakes unite with running water

to widen a valley; or when a thermal spring rises up from a great

depth, and conveys the mineral ingredients with which it is impreg
nated. from the interior of the earth to the surface. Sometimes the

organic combine with the inorganic causes; as when a reef, composed

of shells and corals, protects one line of coast from the destroying

power of tides or currents, and turns them against some other point;

or when drift timber, floated into a lake, fills a hollow to which the

stream would not have had sufficient velocity to convey earthy
sediment.

It is necessary, however, to divide our observations on these

various causes, and to classify them systematically, endeavouring as

much as possible to keep in view that the effects in nature are mixed,

and not simple, as they may appear in an artificial arrangement.
In treating, in the first place, of the aqueous causes, we may con

sider them under two divisions; first, those which are connected with

the circulation of water from the land to the sea, under which are

included all the phenomena of rivers and springs ; secondly, those
which arise from the movements of water in lakes, seas, and the ocean,
wherein are comprised the phenomena of tides and currents. In

turning our attention to the former division, we find that the effects
of rivers may be subdivided into those of a destroying and those of
a renovating nature; in the destroying are included the erosion of
rocks, and. the transportation of matter to lower levels ; in the reno

vating class, the formation of deltas by the influx of sediment, and
the shallowing of seas.
Action of running water.-I shall begin, then, by describing the

destroying and transporting power of running water, as exhibited by
rain, torrents, and rivers. It is well known that the lands elevated
above the sea attract, in proportion to their volume and density, a
larger quantity of that aqueous vapour which the heated atmosphere
continually absorbs from the surface of lakes and the ocean. By
these means, the higher regions become perpetual reservoirs of water,
which descend and irrigate the lower valleys and plains. In conse
quence of this provision, almost all the water is first carried to the
highest regions, and is then made to descend by steep declivities
towards the sea; so that it acquires superior velocity, and removes a
greater quantity of soil, than it would do if the rain had been distri
buted over the plains and mountains equally in proportion to their
relative areas. Almost all the water is also made by these means to
pass over the greatest distances which each region affords, before it
can regain the sea. The rocks also, in the higher regions, are par
ticularly exposed to atmospheric influences, to frost, rain, and. vapour,
and to great annual alternations of cold and heat, of moisture and
desiccation.

Among the most powerful agents of decay may be mentioned that
property of water which causes it to expand during congelation ; its
increase of bulk when converted into ice amounting to no less than
one twentieth of the whole volume, so that when water has penetrated
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